
#1: THE HIGH PASS

A high-pass filter can help to make your vocal tracks sound cleaner and 
less muddy in a mix. It will also remove any low-end rumble or noise that 
may have been picked up during recording. The goal is to remove 
unwanted low-end without compromising the tone of the vocal. 

Put on an EQ with a high-pass filter and play the vocal in the mix. Start 
the high-pass quite low, around 80Hz, and gradually move it up the 
frequency spectrum until you start to hear it making the vocal sound 
thinner. This will usually be somewhere between 120Hz – 200Hz. Once 
you hear it thinning out the vocal you know you’ve gone too far, so back 
it off a bit and that should be the sweet spot.

If you’re not sure where to set it, just start with 100Hz.

HOW TO EQ A VOCAL

#2: THE HIGH SHELF

#3: THE SWEEP

A boost around the presence range (about 2kHz - 6kHz) can 
make a vocal sound noticeably brighter and edgier – 
especially good for more aggressive styles of music. Just be 
careful adding too much as it can make vocals sound 
harsh. Sometimes boosting this area causes a sibilance 
problem so you may have to use a de-esser for that.
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As a general rule of thumb, most vocals can benefit from a bit of a top 
end boost – it helps to ‘open them up’ and cut through the mix. To do 
this, we’re going to be using a high shelving filter.

Usually, a subtle boost starting from around 6kHz – 12kHz will do the 
trick. The higher you start, the more subtle the effect will be. The lower 
you start the shelf, the brighter and more obvious the effect will be.

If you just want to open up the vocal slightly and add a bit of ‘air’, try a 
1dB – 3dB boost from about 12kHz.

If the vocal is very dull and sounds like it’s got a blanket over it, you could 
try starting the high shelving filter from around as low as 4kHz – 5kHz.

The sweep is about finding frequency areas that don’t sound very good,  
and cutting these back to improve the vocal tone (if the vocal tone 
already sounds great, you don’t need to do this). It’s called ‘the sweep’ 
because we’re going to ‘sweep around’ (move around) the frequency 
spectrum to help us find any bad sounding frequency zones. 

Choose a peaking / bell-curve filter on your EQ and boost it up by about 
10dBs. Now, starting at around 100Hz, slowly move it up the frequency 
spectrum as you listen out for any areas that sound particularly bad – 
sometimes it’ll have a ‘ringing resonance’ to it. Once you find the basic 
area, try cutting this back slightly to hear if it improves the sound.

On some vocals you’ll hear a boomy, muddiness around the lower mids, 
150Hz – 300Hz. Other vocals are very nasal around 800Hz – 1kHz. And 
occasionally, you’ll find a vocal may be too harsh around 2kHz – 3kHz.

Apply a high-pass filter around 80Hz - 
150Hz to remove unneeded low-end

Boost a peaking filter by about 10dB, then 
sweep around the mid-range to find any 
offending frequency areas
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Try a subtle high-shelf of 1dB - 3dB 
starting around 8kHz - 12kHz

If you’re having a problem with the vocals not sitting nicely 
in the mix, sometimes a small cut around the lower-mid 
frequencies can help. This problem can be caused by the 
vocalist standing too close to the mic while recording, or 
perhaps they just have a very deep voice. Try cutting 
around 100Hz - 300Hz to hear if this helps.

BRIGHTER & EDGIER VOCALS VOCALS NOT SITTING IN THE MIX

This same method shown here can be used to EQ backing 
vocals. If you want the backing vocals to be more in the 
background, don’t boost too much top-end. If you have 
several backing vocals in a big mix, they can often benefit 
from quite a drastic low-cut (around 150Hz - 250Hz) so that 
they fit in the mix without distracting from the lead vocals.

BACKING VOCALS EQ TIPS

RESOURCES & LINKS

Are your tracks still not sounding as good as you’d like?     
Watch these two videos to learn the top 5 musical, and the top 
5 technical, mistakes that may be holding back your tracks:

http://prosoundformula.com/the-top-5-musical-mistakes/

http://prosoundformula.com/the-top-5-technical-mistakes/

http://prosoundformula.com/how-to-eq-vocals/

Watch the ‘How to EQ Vocals’ video here:

If all this stuff sounds pretty confusing and you just wish that 
someone could walk you through the whole mastering process 
step by step and show you exactly what to do, check out my in-
depth Ultimate Mastering Formula program over here:

http://prosoundformula.com/products/the-ultimate-vocal-
formula/

Sign up free for my Vocal Mini-Course:

http://prosoundformula.com/sign-up-vocals/

For more music production tips, tricks, techniques, resources, 
and general awesomeness, check out my site:

http://prosoundformula.com/

MORE VOCAL EQ TIPS

If your EQ has the option, set the roll-
off slope not too steep and not too 
gradual – the steeper the roll-off slope, 
the more obvious the filter will be

A cut around 800Hz- 1kHz can make a 
vocal sound less nasal
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